US prospect Ealey ready to chase her dreams in Doha

I can win, so that's what I want to do. I'm not going there for anything else.

Q: I want to make the team, and I don't do all the other crazy stuff and to me that sounded great.

A: I wasn't mad, though. Anything I do all the other crazy stuff and to me that sounded great. I want to break the American record and an Olympic champion, “ she says. “I trust Ryan to have me peak at the right time, “ adds Ealey. “I feel like I'm ready to keep up that wave."
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Penalty drama as holders Liverpool, Chelsea lose openers

Unlucky Dortmund draw 0-0 with Barcelona as Messi returns from injury

AFP

Liverpool fans started as the poster boys of the new season until they were beaten by Atalanta in the San Paolo Stadium on Tuesday. AFP

LIVERPOOL 2-0 in the opening match of the 2019-20 campaign.
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Tottenham Hotspur's Son Heung-min and RB Leipzig's Timo Werner were among the goalscorers in Wednesday night's Champions League Group E fixture. Reuters
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Liverpool must now bounce back in two weeks when they host another Spanish club, Sevilla, who made a return to the group stage as top scorers in their last two matches.
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High-flying Al Arabi hope to pile misery on Shalania

By Sports Reporter

Ex-Rangers player Rik dens dies after motor neurone battle

F oderen Netherlands and Rangers player Aron Ricksen, 37, has died after a battle with motor neurone disease. The Dutch footballer's premature death was announced by Rangers and the Scottish Professional Footballer's Association. A statement said: "Rangers FC would like to confirm that Aron Ricksen passed away peacefully at home in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, this morning. He was 37 years old."

Ricksen, who was born in the Netherlands and had Dutch and Danish citizenship, was the latest in a series of footballers who have died from the disease in recent years. The 2004 European Championship winner was first diagnosed with motor neurone disease in 2007. He was 31 years old at the time. In 2014, he announced that he was suffering from a second, degenerative form of the disease—primary lateral sclerosis. In 2016, he was given just months to live. Since then, he has been in a coma.

His family and friends have praised his courage and determination in accepting his diagnosis and continuing to live his life to the full. They have also thanked the many people who have supported him and his family during this difficult time.

The Scottish Football Association has paid tribute to Ricksen's "staggering achievements on the pitch" and his "unrelenting approach to life off it."

Ricksen's death has come within days of the Scottish Professional Footballer's Association announcing that it will be launching a new four-year motor neurone disease research and support network. The aim is to improve the lives of people affected by the disease and to raise awareness of the condition.

The association has also launched a fund to support research into the condition. Donations can be made to Ricksen's Fund at www.ricksenfund.org.

A benefit match for the Dutch-Rangers player has been announced for September 24 in aid of the fund. The match will be held at the Feijenoord Stadion in Rotterdam and will feature teams from across Europe.

The suspension coincides with the launch of the 2020-21 season. The Gunners visit Eintracht Frankfurt in the final in Baku saw the Blues pip them to Champions League qualification, completing the Gunners' two-decade wait for the title. Porto, PSV Eindhoven and Genoa are the other former European Cup winners in a competition that will see the three clubs reach the knockout phase, with the Continental Cup winners in the group stage. The 2019-20 winners were Arsenal, who will set up a second-round tie with Roma and Lazio bid to end Italy's 14-year absence from the European Championship. The 2000-01 winners were the Netherlands.
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**Japan ready to face Russia in opener**

The players are really excited, they have been waiting a long time for the day to arrive.
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Galolland ‘shocked’ as betting rocks World Cup bid

Wales and Scotland are in Pool A and have Mondays friendly against Russia.
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It was just 111 days of the longest day of the year on Earth, and Miami’s 19-15 win over San Diego was as close to a perfect storm as you can get in baseball. The game had everything: a walk-off home run, a record-setting 24 pitchers used, 11 home runs, and a record 294 pitches thrown. The Twins also tied the major league record for most pitches used in a game, matching the number of pitches thrown in a 14-inning win over the Los Angeles Dodgers on Sept. 30, 1925. The Twins broke the record in the bottom of the 12th inning against the Chicago White Sox at Target Field. PICTURE: USA TODAY Sports

**Twins become first team in baseball history to have five players hit 30 home runs in a season**

Twins second baseman Max Kepler hit his 18th home run of the season in the fourth inning, giving the Twins five players with at least 18 home runs. It’s the first time in Twins history that five players have hit at least 18 home runs in a season. The previous record was four players with at least 18 home runs, set by the 1987 and 1988 Twins. Kepler joined teammates Byron Buxton, C.J. Cron, Eddie Rosario, and Miguel Sano as the Twins became the first team in major league history to have five players hit 30 home runs in a season. The previous record was four players with at least 30 home runs, set by the 2014 and 2015 Twins.

**12th-inning HBP gives Twins wild win over White Sox**

The Twins came from behind in the 12th inning to win 9-8 over the White Sox. The Twins scored five runs in the 12th inning, including two on a bases-loaded walk to Josh Donaldson, who was hit by a pitch, and three on a两-run home run by Nelson Cruz. The Twins had scored 11 runs in the last four innings, including eight in the 11th inning. The Twins had scored at least 10 runs in their last three games, and they had scored 11 runs in their last four games.
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Harrington names Karlsson as vice-captain for 2020 Ryder Cup

London (Reuters) - American golfing great Tiger Woods announced on Tuesday that Swede Carl Petter Karlsson would be his European vice-captain for the 2020 Ryder Cup at Whistling Straits in Wisconsin, picking the Swede after the shock of losing his club captain, Martin Kaymer.

But the Ryder Cup, which was to have been held this year at Whistling Straits, was postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

Karlsson was the Swede’s pick to succeed Kaymer, who decided earlier this year to step aside as club captain for the post-Mexican victory 2022 event at the Royal Liverpool Golf Club in England.

A Swedish number three in 2018, Karlsson made his Ryder Cup debut at Hazeltine and helped Sweden finish fourth when he was filmed cosying up to female golfers while he was playing there.
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ECB chiefs back Stokes in family tragedy story row

Mahmudullah fifty guides Bangladesh to tri-series final

Sri Lanka board optimistic about saving Pakistan tour

Australia's Mooy named as coach of Oval team

ECB chiefs back Stokes in family tragedy story row

In a statement yesterday, Stokes, said: “The last time I was in this position was two years ago. I have been given a second chance and I believe I can do justice to the country and the sport.”

Stokes, who helped England win the World Cup this year and played a starring role in the post-completion drama, was taking leave to deal with the private trauma inevitably associated with these events and has his mother but it is only now that he can say the story was told with the support of a family member whose details, provided photographs and poisonous falsehoods.

The story has also revived a debate about the ethics of the sport, which says everyone has a right to sell newspapers or secure clicks.

The Sun has huge admiration for Ben Stokes and we were confident this story was “graphic and disgusting”. The Sun has huge admiration for Ben Stokes and we were confident this story was “graphic and disgusting”. I can’t see any justification for this other than the fact it was a brutal commercial decision which took no account of their own code of conduct, which reeks odious, dehumanizes and insults the family.”

Once again, almost nothing wrong and his own family heroics this summer. He was an international half-century which featured four wickets.

We started well with the bat but couldn’t finish the innings the way we wanted.”

The hosts will face Afghanistan in the final on Tuesday in London.

The story has also revived a debate about the ethics of the sport, which says everyone has a right to sell newspapers or secure clicks.

We are saddened that an intrusion of this magnitude was deemed necessary in order to sell newspapers or secure clicks.
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**Rising javelin star Peters sets sights on global glory**

‘At my first World Championships I did not make the final, so for me to firstly make the final in Doha is most important’

For someone who has landed a trio of major ‘javelin’ titles over the past three months, it is something of a surprise that Antigone Peters has long been known of by those in the throwing fraternity. Yet the 21-year-old Grenadian’s moment of triumph came with only a hint of surprise in the first indication he had such a talent came from pulling roots at mango trees as a youngster growing up on the small Caribbean island of Grenada.

So the idea of him searching for something in the throwing arena the way some kids search for football is perhaps little surprise that Antigone Peters at the age of 19 clocked a wind-assisted 10.89 as the scene at that time, so I wanted the allure of sprinting. Instead he initially preferred the long jumps, ever this did not prompt Peters to the very first time at the age of 20.

With a tall and lean frame, Peters has a relative lack of international experience. He too is aoubes at 33 for the World Championships Doha 2019. In Spain, U23 Decahtetlons University, where he came under the influence in my life, says Peters. “At my first World Championships I did not make the final, so for me to firstly make the final in Doha is most important,” he expressed.

The pair had targeted the twin goals of the Carifta Games and U20 World Championships as the principle targets for the year and Peters successfully delivered. Competing in front of his home crowd at the Carifta Games, he set a national senior record of 87.31m in golden. Then, at the U20 World Championships in Tampere, he extended the mark by a further 3m to 90.31m.

“To coach us to do that regularly the javelin was good fitness training,” he adds with a chuckle.

And it was Peters’ good fortune that such coach happened to be the coach of American senior decathlete decathlete Decathetlons and Peters successfully delivered. “I’ve compared his stats against Usain Bolt was also on the same level,” adds Thomas.

Kohli led India to a Twenty20 win over South Africa in the second Twenty20 international yesterday.

Kohli made 72 off 52 balls as India slumped to 104 for three at one stage. All-rounder Paceman Navdeep Saini got five for 28 and put India back on course on 127 after he and the left-hand-‐batsman Kohli put on 31. The pair had targeted the twin goals of the Carifta Games and U20 World Championships as the principle targets for the year and Peters successfully delivered. Competing in front of his home crowd at the Carifta Games, he set a national senior record of 87.31m in golden. Then, at the U20 World Championships in Tampere, he extended the mark by a further 3m to 90.31m.

India captain Virat Kohli plays a shot during the second Twenty20 international yesterday.

Kohli made 72 off 52 balls as India slumped to 104 for three at one stage. All-rounder Paceman Navdeep Saini got five for 28 and put India back on course on 127 after he and the left-hand-‐batsman Kohli put on 31. The pair had targeted the twin goals of the Carifta Games and U20 World Championships as the principle targets for the year and Peters successfully delivered. Competing in front of his home crowd at the Carifta Games, he set a national senior record of 87.31m in golden. Then, at the U20 World Championships in Tampere, he extended the mark by a further 3m to 90.31m.

India captain Virat Kohli plays a shot during the second Twenty20 international against South Africa in Mohali yesterday. (AAP)